
REVERSE ENGINEERING 
Session 5

Questions
Before answering any of the following questions, first review the BinNavi screencast on 
differential debugging at:

http://storage.zynamics.com/files/binnavi/files/video/diffdebug.htm

Documentation on BinNavi can be found at:

http://www.zynamics.com/binnavi/manual/index.htm

1. This question gets you to use BinNavi to locate key data structures within  
winmine.exe.

• Launch BinNavi by double clicking binnavi.bat on your desktop. Ensure that the 
Ubuntu 10.04 database link is opened and the winmine.exe module is loaded from 
the database.

• Open the Native Callgraph and ensure that the BinNavi Windows debugging client is 
up and running.

• Select the Debug Perspective and run winmine.exe from within BinNavi.

• Ensure the Traces tab has been selected and then press the red Start Trace Mode 
button.

• Now interact with winmine.exe by selecting various GUI elements (such as pull down 
windows, help objects, etc.) and resizing the window. Once you’ve finished with your 
GUI based interactions, press the red Start Trace Mode button again.

• Now click one square within your playing grid. This square should not contain a mine 
- if this is the case then restart the experiment and repeat. Once you’ve finished with 
your first-move interactions, press the red Start Trace Mode button again.

• However, this time play the game until you hit a mine that explodes (you may find it 
useful here to be working here with a custom 9 by 9 grid with 64 mines!).

• Exit trace mode by clicking on the Stop Trace Mode button.

• Edit your trace names so that they look as follows:

gui clutter
first move
lose game

Using the above, can you locate code that helps to describe the possible values for 
each cell within winmine.exe’s playing grid?
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2. Use the lecturer supplied crackme binary to answer the following questions:

a. Using the available tools, you are to patch this crackme so that you can by-pass the 
invalid serial number message dialog box and so avoid the copy-protection mecha-
nisms for this crackme.

b. Using the available tools, you are to reverse engineer1 this crackme so that you can 
extract the key generation algorithm that its front-end dialog uses. Ensure that your 
reverse engineered key generation algorithm is implemented in Python.
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1 Note: you may find it useful to refer to the following resources to learn more about x86 
assembler:

http://www.cs.virginia.edu/~evans/cs216/guides/x86.html
http://www.jegerlehner.ch/intel/IntelCodeTable.pdf
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